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SPECIFICATIONS 

 
 

N4155716RC021CO; UTV/ATV Utility Trailer, AAFB, Guam 
 
 

                             
1. SCOPE: Contractor shall provide a utility trailer for UTV and ATV transport, in which the 

AAFB EM flight will utilize a Ford 6 PAX Government Owned Vehicle (GOV) for movement. The 
trailer at a minimum should meet the following specifications: 

 
a. Frame: The body/frame should be made of Aluminum due to the humidity/conditions in 

Guam that increase chances of rust/damage. Dimensions should be at a minimum of 16’ 
long and 6’ 5’’ wide to accommodate two vehicles.  
 

b. Axle Type: Tandem, providing more support and stability while transporting UTV or 
ATV’s 
 

c. Safety: Trailer should have reflective material, deflectors and turn signals via electrical 
connectors attached from trailer to GOV.  
 

d. Loading features: A loading ramp should be installed as part of the trailer or available as 
two separate ramps within the trailer frame. Tie down hooks installed on the trailer are also 
necessary (4 or more) to secure UTV/ATV’s to the trailer to prevent movement during 
transportation. 
 

e. Trailer Hitch features: Tongue latch or equivalent that provides secure attachment to GOV 
hitch with locking pin. Trailer hitch wheel mount that allows for movement of the trailer 
without being attached to a vehicle. Safety chains that attach from trailer to the frame of the 
GOV being used to transport the trailer/UTV/ATV’s. Also an electrical or manual trailer 
hitch jack kit in order to lower and raise the trailer hitch for attachment/detachment from 
the GOV.  
 

f. Additional Features: Front rail and stoneguard kits are useful to prevent damage from rocks 
and debris that could be projected from roadways and impact UTV/ATV’s. An additional 
spare tire mount and tire would be useful but not mandatory.  

 
g. Ideal Manufacturer’s warranty would be for at least 2-5 years.  

 
 

    
2. POINT OF CONTACT (POC): The following individual shall serve as POC after contract 

award for coordination purposes: 
 

Clodine Pangelinan 
J63 - Enterprise Information Management 
Command Information Office - Joint Region Marianas 
Trusted Agent (JRM/NBG) 
Email: Clodine.Pangelinan@fe.navy.mil 


